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Abstract. Bulk carbon nanomaterials based on graphene and other sp2 carbon nanopolymorphs
are structures with a low density but high resistance to compression. These materials are
promising candidates for supercapacitors, electronics, energy storage devices, etc. due to their
unique properties such as extremely high specific surface area, high conductivity and stability
against graphitization. In this review, after a brief overview of the structure of graphene and its
mechanical properties, recent developments in the fabrication and understanding of mechanical
properties of three-dimensional graphene nanostructures are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

ponents in supercapacitors, lithium-ion batteries,
solar cells, and fuel cells. The other important goal
is the production of energy supporting devices which
hold the key role to sustain our energy demand well
into the future.
The curvature imposed on a graphene sheet by
external confinement or forces concentrates largely
on the ridges [19,20] and leads to considerable
changes in various properties of the material.
Graphene is very easy to bend and many researchers have discussed how to introduce ripples, folds
or wrinkles in graphene sheets in a controllable fashion and how to use such corrugations [21-31] (see
Fig. 2). In fact, wrinkling is a very general physical
phenomenon demonstrated by thin sheets and
membranes [32-35]. Such one-or two-dimensional
(2D) ripples can strongly affect the electronic properties of graphene by inducing effective magnetic
fields and changing local potentials [24,25,29].
Moreover, crumpled graphene flakes, which can be
characterized by various distribution of folds and

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) material with a
single-atomic thickness, is the building unit for
graphite (see Fig. 1) [1]. It has been studied theoretically for a long time as a building block of graphitic materials [2,3]. Since the first successful isolation of graphene in 2004 [4], its remarkable physical, mechanical, chemical, and optical properties
have been the subject of intensive investigations to
implement them in many applications such as
graphene-based electronics [5,6], optics [7], photovoltaics [7,8], spintronics [9], hydrogen storage
[10,11], thermal [12] and composite materials [13],
to name a few. Very recently, graphene and
graphene-based materials have also been utilized
as electrode materials in energy related devices on
which promising results were demonstrated [14-18].
Significant progress has been made recently in
the fabrication and understanding of graphene-based
nanostructures. Various graphene nanostructures
have been developed and incorporated as key comCorresponding author: K. Zhou, e-mail: kzhou@ntu.edu.sg
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Fig. 1. Direct image of a single-layer graphene
membrane (atoms appear white). Reprinted with
permission from [1].
ripples, are one of the main structural units for bulk
nanomaterials and should be carefully studied.
For a perfectly elastic sheet, the work done in
crumpling is stored in the elastic energy of these
focused deformations, which is partitioned in finite
fractions of bending and stretching energies [19].
For most familiar examples of crumpled sheets such
as plastic, paper, or metal foils, the strains at ridges
exceed the yield strain and the ridges become irreversibly creased into folds. As this aspect is scientifically intriguing and crumpled materials can have
potential use for structural applications due to the
good combination between properties, density and
an easy way to process, further understanding of
potential of this field is one of the main goals in the
future. The final issue is to better describe the crumpling phenomenon and to establish the link between
the macroscale mechanical behavior and the developed complicated internal mesostructure. It is also
required to investigate various initial configurations
of foils with different thickness and made of different
materials. Understanding the mechanics of an interacting set of folds is a formidable challenge, and
it is crucial to obtain experimental insights into their
three-dimensional (3D) arrangement.

When subjected to deforming forces, thin sheets
of stiff materials tend to crumple, forming distinctive
patterns characterized by network of sharp folds and
cone singularities. These patterns form due to the
interaction between low bending resistance and high
in-plane stiffness. As buckling occurs, ridges form
structures that concentrate curvature at singularities
and narrow folds. It is a challenge to experimentally
probe the interior geometry of a 3D crumpled object. Ref. [36] studied, by laser profilometry, the statistics of folds and vertices of a uniform crumpled
sheet. However, unfolding the sheet leads to a loss
of spatial information about the interactions of the
folds and of its final crumpled configurations.
Graphene structure, consisting of six graphene
flakes with interlayer distance two times larger than
that of graphite, folded by compressive forces acting along the sheets was studied in [37] (Fig. 3).
This work showed that large in-plane strain of
graphene sheets results in formation of folds with
sharp edges and high energy. The same simulation
was carried out for the six times larger interlayer
distance between graphene sheets. It was shown
that in this case the sharp folds could not be observed under the same loading conditions. This can
be explained by the van der Waals forces acting
between graphene flakes in the bulk graphene structure with smaller distance between the sheets leading to the strong folding. Graphene offers a unique
platform to explore crumpling due to the existence
of defects and self-adhesion properties.
Many attempts have been done nowadays in the
going from crumpled and folded sheet of graphene
to various bulk carbon nanostructures both by experiment and simulation. The synthesis of new 3D
sp2tUbaWXWVTe
UbaY
be f fhV[TfY
h_
_
Xeg
Xf <Z%
4), entangled carbon nanotubes (Fig. 5), crumpled
graphene (Fig. 6), graphene foams, carbon nanotube
(CNT)-based thin films and other hybrid carbon
nanostructures can be based on the unique properties of this carbon polymorphs [38-45].

Fig. 2. 2D ripples in strained graphene nanoribbon with clamped edges.
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Fig. 3. Structure and potential energy distribution in graphene sheets under in-plane compressive forces.
Compressive strain increases from (a) to (c). In (c) formation of sharp folds with high energy localization is
complete. Reprinted with permission from [37].

Fig. 4. Comparison of density evolutions of the compressed C60 crystal starting from the face-centeredcubic (fcc) (black curve) and that from a tetragonally polymerized phase (red curve). Insets show
the initial and intermediate configurations (at pressures 0 and 35 GPa, respectively) for the fcc (top
row) and tetragonal (bottom row) phases. Reprinted
with permission from [101].
The above-mentioned graphene-based materials
demonstrate high thermal conductivity [46], fieldemission [47], stimulus-responsive behavior [48],
superhydrophobicity [40,49] and supercapacitance
[50,51], which opens fascinating perspectives for
their applications. Such materials, if prepared in a
facile and cost-effective way [49], shall have significant implications for both academic and industry
communities [52,53]. It is noted that another way
to produce new carbon materials is grain boundary
engineering [54].
This review intends to summarize the very recent status and progress in the studies of graphenebased nanostructures addressing their mechanical
properties. The brief overview of production meth-

Fig. 5. Jbc T TaW- pU iXjfbY
Tg
l
cV
T_
i
Xe
g
V
T_
single-wall-CNT sample observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Reprinted with permission
from [97].

ods for various structures will be presented as well
as experimental and numerical results on their properties. It will be suggested that these novel 3D carbon nanostructures are very promising candidates
for numerous applications.
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Fig. 6. Representations of crumpled graphene: (a) SEM image of graphene sheets implemented in
ultracapacitor (scale bar indicating 10 m), reprinted with permission from [51]; (b) full atomistic schematic
of crumpled graphene, reprinted with permission from [66].

2. 3D STRUCTURES. EXPERIMENT
AND THEORY
The search for new forms of matter produced at the
nanoscale with required properties constitutes one
of the fundamental challenges of nanotechnology.
The possibility of existence of highly connected, fully
covalent sp2-bonded 3D carbon forms such as
schwarzites [46,55,56], polybenzenes [57] and hollow graphites [58] recently has been demonstrated
theoretically. Nowadays, there is clear evidence that
random carbon structures, taking the aspect of

highly porous, fully 3D sp2 graphite-like carbon, are
formed under special controllable conditions [59]. It
was shown that high pressure and high temperature treatment can be successfully used for production of solid C60 fullerites with astonishing mechanical properties [60,61]. In Ref. [49], a simple
approach to produce 3D graphene-based porous
materials with ultra-high specific surface area and
excellent bulk conductivity was presented. As can
be seen from structure analysis, these
nanomaterials mainly consist of defected/wrinkled

Fig. 7. (a) Illustration of a simple and green process of synthesizing porous 3D graphene-based materials.
(b) Low-magnification and (c) high-resolution SEM images of products, which exhibit sponge-like morphology and porous structure. (d) Low-magnification and (e) high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images of products, which also show a dense 3D pore structure with highly curved or wrinkled
surface. Reprinted with permission from [49].
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Fig. 8. Picture of a crumpled paper cross-section,
in which the white lines represent two orthogonal
directions used to extract the number of folded layers N. Reprinted with permission from [65].
single-layer graphene flakes in the dimensional size
of a few nanometers, with at least some covalent
bonds between them (Fig. 7). Carbon atoms with
sp2 hybridization dominate, while carbon atoms in
other hybridization states, such as sp3 or sp, have
small fractions [49]. All the considered 3D structures can be divided into different groups, e.g.,
crumpled graphene, bulk CNT structures, fullerite,
each with its own intriguing properties.
Crumpling occurs when a thin deformable sheet
is crushed under an external load or grows within a
confining geometry. For crumpled graphene, both
the covalent sp2-bonds and the weak van der Waals
bonds contribute to its structure formation and properties. All such materials can be classified based
on the type of chemical bonds formed in them and
on the number of the nearest neighbors with which
each atom forms covalent bonds [62,63]. Crumpling
a sheet of paper (see Fig. 8) is a challenging process to simulate as it produces geometry with both
sharp creases and smooth areas [64,65]. The stable
crumpled graphene sheets of different lengths, using full atomistic molecular dynamics was performed
in [66]. The crumpling phenomenon can be viewed
as a network of ridges, where formation is a mode
of condensation of energy into a small subset of the
available volume. Fractal dimension D4)%
*-s %
()
presented here is higher than the theoretical value
for an ideal elastic sheet with bending rigidity
(D=2.3), which indicates that the self-adhesion of
monolayer graphene facilitates a denser packing
arrangement.
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Crumpling a thin sheet of material into a small
volume requires energy for creating a network of
deformations such as vertices and ridges. By the
large-scale computer simulations, the crumpling of
thin sheets by external forces was studied [67]. This
work showed the role of self-avoidance for the crumpling process. Scaling properties of a single elastic
vertex or ridge and sheet crumpling were analyzed
theoretically in [68], where a numerical model that
can be purely elastic or elasto-plastic was introduced.
The direct measurements of the configurations
of a fully elastic sheet evolving during the dynamic
process of crumpling under isotropic confinement
was presented in [69] with the aim to study dynamic
evolution of 3D spatial configurations of crumpling
sheets. The formation of a network of ridges and
vertices into which the energy is localized was observed. It was shown that the evolution of this
crumpled structure involves movements of ridges and
vertices.
Programmable chemical functionalization by
doping a pristine graphene sheet in a certain pattern with hydrogen atoms to precisely control its
folding morphology and produce the nanocages was
developed in [77]. Molecular dynamics simulation
was performed to create a cubic graphene nanocage
by warping the top graphene layer downward and
the bottom graphene layer upward to mimic the drug
delivery vehicle, which opens up a new avenue to
control the 3D architecture of folded graphene.
The other type of bulk carbon nanostructures is
densely compacted CNT bulk materials which can
be used in thermoelectric devices [71-73]. This is
why production of solid structures that are composed
entirely of CNTs [74] is of high importance. Some
physical properties of bulk samples are needed
when we extend future applications of CNTs to a
larger scale such as microelectromechanical systems. Nevertheless, the solidified property of pure
CNTs is poor, and the bulk CNT materials compacted
by the conventional sintering method usually exhibit loose microstructure and inferior mechanical
and physical properties [75, 76]. The output of CNTs
is restricted by previous nanotube growth methods
such as arc discharge [76]. Hence, CNTs are only
used as a reinforced second phase added into matrix materials, e.g., ceramics [77]. Catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) leads to large yields of
CNTs at a low cost of production compared with
other synthesis methods such as the carbon arc
discharge [77] or laser vaporization methods [78].
Therefore, the preparation of bulk CNT materials has
become feasible now. Furthermore, the cylindrical
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Fig. 9. Bulk nanomaterial consisting of (a,b) bended graphene flakes, (c,d) short carbon nanotubes, and
(e,f) C240 fullerenes. Reprinted with permission from [83].
tubular structure may be damaged during conventional powder sintering because a long soaking time
at elevated temperatures is needed to densify the
microstructures of the CNT compact. It was recently
reported that CNTs were embedded into a ceramic
matrix and this composite was synthesized by the
spark plasma sintering method [77,79]. The pristine tubular structure of the nanotube remained unchanged after the spark plasma sintering processing. The method of preparation of pure CNT bulk
materials by spark plasma sintering was proposed
in [72], where the thermal conductivity of the resultant materials was evaluated and analyzed to explore the physical elements associated with individual CNTs.
The other reported class of carbon bulk
nanopolymorphs is fullerite structures. It is well
known that fullerites at ambient conditions adopt a

close-packed face centered cubic lattice [80,81]. In
this structure, there are no links between the C60
molecules. When high pressure is applied, often
accompanied by annealing, strong covalent bonds
are formed between neighbouring molecules and the
material forms polymers with well-defined ordering.
Polymers C60 could thus find various technological
applications, for example, hard and super-hard materials [82].
The materials fabricated using the approach developed in [49] can naturally include not only
crumpled graphene flakes but also some portions
of other basic carbon nanopolymorphs such as
fullerenes and CNTs. The structure and properties
of materials that consist of different building units
were studied in [83-85] (see Fig. 9). It was shown
that the type of structure can significantly affect properties of 3D nanopolymorphs. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 10. (a) Single unit of crumpled graphene structure and (b) crumpled graphene.
structure consisting of graphene flakes is very close
to the crumpled graphene. From the other point of
view, it is better to produce more inhomogeneous
structure to simulate crumpled graphene, consisting of small pieces of different sizes and shapes
(see Fig. 10) or from mixed building units [84].

3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 2D
AND 3D GRAPHENE
The covalent bonds between nearest-neighbor carbon atoms in graphene are formed by sp2-hybridised
orbitals. These strong bonds give graphene its extraordinary mechanical strength, making it possible
to have stable free-standing graphene sheets, being only one atomic layer thick. The mechanical
properties of 2D graphene under strain have been
investigated extensively using both experimental and
simulation methods [86-98]. It was shown that carbon-based nanostructures such as CNTs and
nanofibers can fail near their ideal strengths due to
exceedingly small dimensions [87].
The first systematic experimental analysis of
elastic properties and strengthening behavior of
graphene was done in [86]. In this work, a graphene
membrane was mechanically deposited onto a substrate with arrays of circular wells and loaded by tip
of atomic force microscope (Fig. 11). It was experimentally found that the graphene showed both nonlinear elastic behavior and brittle fracture. The

Ze
Tc[XaXjTfV[Te
TV
g
Xem
XWUlg
[XObhaZu
f bWh
lus of E=1 TPa and the third-order elastic stiffness
of D=-2 TPa. Brittle fracture of graphene occurred
at a critical stress equal to its intrinsic strength of
130 GPa. This value is the highest ever measured
for real materials.
The above-mentioned experimental data on the
ObhaZu
f bWh_
hfTaWg
[X ag
eafVfg
e
XaZg
[Xk[U
ited by pristine graphene are consistent with further
computer simulations done by other researchers.
Stability range and mechanical properties were investigated for both pristine graphene (Fig. 12) and
graphene with Stone-Walles defect (Fig. 13) [9396]. Fig. 12 shows that graphene can stay stable
until ~40% tension along the zigzag direction, ~30%

Fig. 11. Schematic of nanoindentation of suspended
graphene membrane. Reprinted with permission
from [86].
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Fig. 12. Stability region of flat pristine graphene in
the space of in-plane strain components 
,
, and
xx
yy

.
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stability area projected on the (
and 
) plane.
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Reprinted with permission from [93].
tension along the armchair direction and ~40% of
shear. For example, quantum mechanics and quantum molecular dynamics calculations gave the following limiting values for uniaxial loading along the
zigzag (armchair) direction: 
=0.38 and 
=168
xx
xx

GPa (
=0.19 and yy =120 GPa) [97]. Density funcyy
tional perturbation theory was employed to calculate the dispersion curves of uniaxially loaded
graphene and the phonon instability was found at

=0.266, xx =121 GPa for the zigzag direction and
xx

=0.194, yy =110 GPa for the armchair direction
yy
[87]. In molecular dynamics study of graphene
nanoribbons oriented along the armchair direction,
the critical parameters 
=0.3, yy =175 GPa were
yy
reported [98]. It is well known that defects can considerably affect the mechanical properties and
strength of materials [94,99-101].
Superior mechanical properties of single-layer
graphene suggest that 3D sp2-bonded structures will
exhibit interesting properties. Such materials can
be divided into two groups. One group consists of
fully sp2-bonded structures such as schwarzites
[46,55,56], polybenzenes [57], and hollow graphites
[58], while the other is represented by graphite,
fullerites and tubulenes aggregated into 3D solids
by means of weak van der Waals bonds. Below the
discussion of mechanical properties of the materials belonging to the second group is presented.
In early experiments, very hard and stiff materials were synthesized (stable under ambient condi-

Fig. 13. Stability region of flat graphene with Stone-Walles defect. Reprinted with permission from [94].
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Fig. 14. Density as a function of pressure in the
presence of external shear xy. Reprinted with permission from [104].
tions) by compressing fullerite under high pressure
[102]. Pioneering molecular dynamics simulations
have shown that subjecting fullerite to high pressure and high temperatures may give rise to a dense
amorphous phase with predominant sp3 hybridization [103]. Hydrostatic pressure transforms fullerite
into amorphous carbon (Fig. 14) [104]. At the first
stage of this process (P<10 GPa), the polymerization mainly by 2+2 ring formation took place. Then,
breaking of the C60 cages started at P 40 GPa.
Finally, the collapse of the broken C60 cages via formation of chemical bonds across the cage happened. It was shown that remarkably high hydrostatic pressures (exceeding 60 GPa) are required
for a complete collapse, while in case of
nonhydrostatic (external) stresses, the shear deformation of the unit cell leads to rapid breaking and
collapse of the C60 cages. Application of shear significantly lowers the pressure of the transformation
to amorphous carbon and that is why deformation
can be successfully used for the properties control.
Moreover, various types of strain can significantly
affect mechanical and physical properties of carbon nanostructures. The effect of strain on physical
properties of fullerenes C240 was studied [105]. It
was shown that even small deformation of spherical
geometry evokes a shift of the electronic spectra.
Deformation of CNTs by surface van der Waals forces
was investigated [106]. The behavior of schwarzite
under hydrostatic pressure was studied by tightbinding molecular dynamics [107]. The structure
had a density as low as 1.05 g/cm3 at 300K and a
bulk modulus, evaluated by measuring the volume
variation upon application of an external hydrostatic
pressure, as large as 70 GPa. The volume of C60
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fullerites, in both the face centered cubic and simple
cubic phases, as a function of pressure up to 1 GPa
over the temperature range from 150 to 335K was
measured [108]. According to the measurements,
at zero pressure, the samples had the density 1.66
g/cm3, and the room-temperature bulk modulus 6.8
=FTY
beg
[XY
VVc[TfXTaW/%
.t0%
,=FTY
beg
[X
simple cubic phase. For both phases, the bulk modulus increased rapidly with the pressure. A considerable difference in elasticity under pressure for
fullerites C60 and C70 was demonstrated using an
h_
g
e
TfbaVg
XV[adhXag
[Xg
X cXe
Tg
he
Xe
TaZX..t
340K at pressure up to 2.5 GPa [109]. The nonHookean stress-strain response of carbon fiber crystallites was investigated in relation to changes in
crystallite orientation with respect to the tensile
stress direction [110]. It was found that the ratio of
the tensile stress of the fiber to that of the crystallites is close to the crystallite volume fraction rather
than the ratio of the fiber density to the crystallite
density.
It can be seen that all the materials are compression-resistant just like paper balls as compressive stress makes them stiffer and harder [8385,111]. Crumpled sheets have large resistance to
compression and their elastic energy is focused into
a complex network of localized structures. At moderate compression, the force-compression relations
of crumpled sheets for both self-avoiding and phantom sheets are found to obey universal power-law
behavior. However, self-avoiding sheets are much
stiffer than phantom sheets and, for a given compression, develop many more folds [67]. The same
behavior has been observed for crumpled graphene
[67] which is very close to the structure consisting
of the bended flakes.
The results of hydrostatic compression for three
structures, consisting of bended graphene flakes,
short CNTs and fullerenes are shown in Fig. 15 [83].
Note that the structure consisting of fullerenes represents the fullerite and the structure consisting of
bended graphene flakes is very close to the crumpled
graphene. Pressure-strain and pressure-density
curves for all the materials show very different behavior for loading as well as for the unloading. The
inset in Fig. 15a demonstrates that fullerite shows
linear relation between p and up to = 0.08, while
the structures build from CNTs and graphene flakes
2
show nonlinear relation with p~
even for small 
.
Deformation of CNTs and graphene flakes is accompanied by the formation of new sp2 bonds at the
edges of structural units even at relatively small
densities, resulting in gradual increase in the rigidity of these materials. From the slope of the pres-
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Fig. 15. Pressure as the function of (a) strain and (b) density for the material consisting of bended graphene
flakes (red thin line), CNTs (black solid line), and fullerenes (blue dashed line). The density range for
graphite ( = 2.09-2.23 g/cm3) is shown by grey dashed vertical lines and for diamond ( = 3.47-3.55 g/cm3)
UlZe
XXaWbg
g
XWi
Xe
g
VT_
_
aXf%VtX Fe
Xffhe
XTfg
[XY
haVg
babY
WXafg
lY
be_
bTWaZ fb_
W_
aXf TaWha_
bTW
ing from different strain levels (dashed lines) for the structure consisting of graphene flakes, CNTs and
fullerenes, respectively. The threshold density (the elasticity limit) is denoted by *. Reprinted with permission from [83].
fhe
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e
TaVhe
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beY
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_
Xeg
Xg
[XUh_ bWh_
hff
estimated as B=0.35 GPa. The loading curves for
all three materials do not show large difference in
the range of large densities. However, during unloading process, the fullerite shows behavior very
different from two other bulk nanostructures in terms
of the elasticity limit.
To understand the mechanical behavior of considered nanostructures, the structural changes during deformation were analyzed [84,85]. The structural transformations of the single unit (graphene
flake, CNT and fullerene) are shown in Fig. 16. It is

clearly seen that graphene flakes can be easily
deformed at any loading scheme, while the fullerenes
preserve their spherical shape until quite high densities [85]. Calculations of the elastic properties of
CNTs confirmed that they are extremely rigid in the
axial directions and are most likely to distort perpendicular to the axes. It can also be seen that the
collapse of the CNTs took place under all loading
conditions at the densities lower than for the breaking and collapse of the fullerenes.
The effect of the loading scheme and temperature on the mechanical properties of bulk carbon
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Fig. 16. Transformation of building unit in 3D carbon polymorphs. Reprinted with permission from [85].

Fig. 17. Pressure (stress) as a function of density for the material consisting of bended graphene flakes
(red triangles), CNTs (blue squares), fullerenes (black dots) and mixture of various buiding units (green
rhombuses) at T 4* A TtV TaWT 4* A WtY%
J[e
XX_
bTWaZfV[X XfTe
Xg
Xfg
XW1T W [l
We
bfg
Tg
V
(b, e) biaxial and (c, f) uniaxial compression. Reprinted with permission from [84].

nanostructures was studied [84]. A temperature
e
TaZXbY
* t* AY
beg
[Xg
[e
XX_
bTWaZf
V[X Xf
was considered. Additionally, the structure build as
a mixture of graphene flakes, CNTs and fullerenes
was simulated. Fig. 17 shows the pressure (stress)
as a function of density for the four materials consisting of graphene flakes, CNTs, fullerenes and
mixture of different structural units. Two different

temperatures were taken as the examples for the
hydrostatic, biaxial and uniaxial compressions. It
shows that there is almost no effect of temperature
under hydrostatic compression, while temperature
slightly affects the strengthening behaviour under
biaxial and uniaxial compression. Surprisingly, the
greatest effect of temperature is observed for mixed
structure. The changes of the curve shape and even
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the increase of final value of stress for uniaxial compression can be seen. The effect of loading schemes
strongly depends on the type of structural units. It
is observed that fullerite could be deformed more
easily using hydrostatic compression than under
uniaxial and biaxial compressions; mixed structure
shows average mechanical properties compared to
the other nanostructures, which is determined by
the interactions of the structural units; while the
mechanical properties of crumpled graphene are only
slightly affected by the loading scheme.
J[X ag
T_e
X_
Tg
i
XObhaZu
f bWh_
hfTaWlX_
W
strength both are power law-like relations of the initial foam relative density as it was proved for cellular-like materials [112,113]. Relations E0/Es
( 0/ s)n and 0/ s ( 0/ s)m, where 0 and s refer to
the properties of the foam and its bulk material, respectively, and where the typical values of the powerlaw exponent n and m are summarized as the function of the foam architecture, describing also deformation meso-mechanisms [114].
In our recent work [84], the parameters of the
constitutive relationships describing the deformation
of bulk carbon nanostructures (including crumpled
structure were) found for various temperatures and
densities.
The pressure-density (stress-density) nonlinear
curves can be well fitted by the power law

p

A

,

P

A

0

,

L

A

0

, (1)
0

where p is the pressure, p is the averaged stress
under biaxial compression, L is the averaged stress
under uniaxial compression, A and are constants,
and 0 and are the initial and current densities,
respectively. To achieve a better fit, the constants A
and were taken different for the two density ranges
1< <1.5 g/cm3 and 1.5< <3 g/cm3. As an ex-

ample, the constitutive relation parameters for the
case of hydrostatic compression of three different
structures are given in Table 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental data and computer simulation results presented in this review show that 3D carbon
nanostructures are of great interest nowadays because they are promising candidates for numerous
applications. 3D assembly of 2D graphene materials can lead to a variety of porous and non-porous
structures with other unique properties. The possible applications of graphene-based material include
transparent flexible electrodes, solar cells, graphene/
polymer composites for mechanical parts, energy
storage, sensors and actuators, organic electronics, and supercapacitors. In addition, 3D graphene
also provides a new material platform for lithium ion
batteries, catalysis, water purification, biomedical
devices, etc.
The design of bulk nanostructures proposed in
the literature potentially allows the production of a
wide variety of new carbon allotropes with outstanding properties. The attempts made to create bulk
carbon structures with novel properties have been
done by experiment and computer simulations in
recent years.
A number of future research directions become
possible, such as systematic investigations of the
effects of crumpling on the electrical and electrochemical properties of graphene and on the
strengths and fracture mechanisms of graphenebased 3D structures. Also, the ridges and vertices
in the crumpled graphene are highly deformed and
microscopically patterned, which can potentially lead
to other new properties and functions, such as patterned chemical reactions. Furthermore, by controlling the microscopic patterns of graphene with a

Table 1. Constitutive relation parameters for hydrostatic compression for three structures with different
structural units [84].
Structural unit

T (K)

A

graphene flake

300
1500
3000
300
1500
3000
300
1500
3000

0.041
0.066
0.096
0.014
0.024
0.04
0.023
0.014
0.027

CNT

fullerene

<1.5

<1.5

3.8
3.73
3.18
7.52
6.6
5.9
7.0
8.0
6.94

A

>1.5

0.018
0.034
0.046
0.023
0.035
0.059
0.057
0.076
0.078

>1.5

5.38
4.85
4.62
5.28
4.96
4.43
4.5
4.21
4.3
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simple macroscopic tool, one can develop new
graphene-based systems with novel tunability and
flexibility to make nanoscale mechanisms visible
at the macroscale.
Though studies in this area are in their infancy,
several intriguing results and remarkable trends have
been reported serving as a basis for further progress.
The core issues such as the homogeneous distribution of individual graphene platelets, their orientation, connectivity, and bonding with each other still
require additional studying. The other unresolved
issue is how to overcome the energy barrier of the
folding process to fold the graphene with the specific morphology. Thermo-mechanical treatment including severe plastic deformation at elevated temperatures can be applied to activate structural reconstruction in 3D graphene to change its properties in a controllable fashion.
With further understanding of the role of graphene
in electron transfer in bulk nanostructures, and reducing the cost of crumpled graphene preparation,
carbon bulk nanomaterials could be promising in
the future design of various devices.
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